
31st March 2020 

Dear Friends of National Lifestyle Villages, 

We wanted to write to connect with you at this uncertain time and hope that you and your 
families are keeping well.  

Here at National Lifestyle Villages, the team has been working hard behind the scenes to 
keep our homeowner safe and protected. Everyone across Australia needs to play a part to 
help contain this pandemic, and we are doing everything we can on a local level to 
minimise spread.  

Keeping Our Homeowners and Staff Safe:  
Our first priority has been to protect the health and wellbeing of our residents and staff. For 
this reason we have implemented the following measures:  

To enter any of our communities, visitors must meet the revised conditions of entry: 
• Have not been overseas, interstate or on a cruise ship in the last 14 days
• Have not been in contact with a person confirmed or suspected  of having COVID-19
• Do not have a fever, cough, or cold or flu symptoms.

Some of the actions we have taken to protect our homeowners and staff are: 
• We have closed all our common facilities in line with government regulations
• We are undertaking additional deep cleaning around our villages
• We have closed our offices to the public and any meetings are by appointment only
• We are practising social distancing – with 1.5 meters
• We are encouraging good hygiene practices.

Our Wellness Programme – Keeping Well Physically and Mentally: 
We also understand the importance of being able to experience the wonderful sense of 
community that comes from living in our villages, especially at this time of social distancing. 
For that reason we have established a wellness programme and will be rolling out initiatives 
to keep our homeowners both physically and mentally well during this time.  

The first of these initiatives, that we are very pleased to be able to bring all our village 
homeowners, is My Emergency Doctor. This is an emergency doctor on call service that is 
delivered free to our homeowners and staff in their homes via phone or video call.  

Over the next few weeks we will be rolling out several other initiatives around exercise and 
wellbeing, as well as some just for fun, but all designed to help keep our homeowners well 



and their spirits high. You can keep up to date via our website (nlv.com.au) or Facebook 
page (National Lifestyle Villages).  
 
 
If You Want To Visit Us:  
 
We realise that many of you would still love to become homeowners in one of our 
communities. Your health and wellbeing is just as important as that of our existing 
homeowners so we have put in place a process to help you:  

• If you would like to visit one of our communities please call to make an appointment 
with our staff.  

• Prior to your appointment we will call and check you are in good health and haven’t 
been travelling recently.  

• Our team member will then meet you and show you around a display home.  
 
This may change as the situation and government regulations evolve, so please ensure you 
call first to make an appointment.  
 
If you are not able to visit us over the coming weeks, we are launching virtual tours of our 
communities. The first one is now available for our beautiful lifestyle village The Outlook at 
Albany in the picturesque southwest – click here to view This is a great way of getting the 
look and feel of a real tour all from your own home.  
 
 
Once again, thank you on behalf of the Serenitas NLV team for your interest in National 
Lifestyle Villages. We hope to be able to welcome you into our community in the future.  
 
Warmest regards and stay safe, 
 
 

      
Rob Nichols      Dean Walker 
CEO Serenitas NLV     COO Serenitas NLV 
   
 

https://theoutlookatalbanyrev5.s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/theOutlook/index.html

